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INTRODUCTION

The County of Humboldt Department of Public Works ("Public Works") prepared an Initial Study and
Proposed Mitigated Negative Declaration ("MND") for the Humboldt Bay Trail South Project ("Project") in
accordance with the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). The Project entails
construction of a 4.2-mile paved bikepath between Eureka and Arcata along the Highway 101 and North
Coast Railroad Authority ("NCRA") transportation corridor. The Project will connect trail projects recently
completed by the City of Eureka and City of Arcata to form a i4-mile network of trails. Eleven mitigation
measures were identified in the MND to ensure the Project will have less than significant effects on the
environment (Appendix F of the MND).

The 30-day public review period was February 16 through March 19, 2018; however, comments received
through March 30, 2018. were considered. The State Clearinghouse distributed the document to state
agencies, and no state agencies submitted comments (Attachment A). Public Works posted the document on
the County website, made a copy available at the Public Works office, and published a Notice of Intent in the
Eureka Times-Standard. A public meeting was held on February 27, 2018, at the Wharfinger Building in
Eureka, where comment forms were distributed. Comments were invited using comment forms or via e-
mail.

COMMENTS

Seventy comments were received. Particular consideration was given to comments addressing the
sufficiency of the analysis of environmental impacts, and comments suggesting specific alternatives or
mitigation measures that could potentially provide better ways to avoid or mitigate significant impacts. The
following discussion is intended to provide a comprehensive response to all received comments that were
relevant for evaluating the sufficiency and completeness of the MND. Comments are summarized based on
common issues and themes.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

1. Eucalyptus Tree Removal

Several comments were received on the proposed removal of the northern group of eucalyptus trees situated
in a row along Highway 101, north of the California Redwood Company former mill site. Approximately
219 trees larger than eight inches in diameter would be removed over a distance of 2,500 feet. These trees
are situated directly adjacent to Segment 7 of the proposed trail and would present a significant safety hazard
to trail users. The northern group of trees represents approximately 42 percent of the entire row of
eucalyptus trees near the mill site. The group of trees situated south of the mill site entrance (over a distance
of 3,400 feet) would not be affected by the Project. An exhibit depicting the tree removal area is provided in
Attachment B.

Need and Alternatives

Some commenters questioned whether the safety hazards presented by the trees warrant their removal. A
commenter asked why hazards associated with eucalyptus trees are different from other trees. Some
commenters suggested alternatives to tree removal, including:

1. Installing warning signs.
2. Removing the rails and constructing the trail directly on the railroad prism, rather than adjacent to

the rails.

3. Performing selective trimming of the mature trees and regular removal of seedlings.
4. Constructing an overhang structure to protect bicycle riders and walkers.

Some commenters supported the concern for safety hazards. A commenter noted that bark, branches, limbs,
and seed pods are regularly released from the trees onto Highway 101 and adjacent ground. One commenter
called the eucalyptus trees "messy and dangerous." Some commenters shared accounts of incidents on
Highway 101. as motorists or cyclists, caused by the eucalyptus trees.

Response:
Trees are valuable natural resources that provide aesthetic, cultural, ecological, and economic benefits.
While trees are often an attraction for public spaces, they can cause property damage or personal injury due
to their size and weight when either a whole tree or part of a tree experiences structural failure. Further
discussion regarding the need for tree removal as part of the Project and consideration of alternatives is
provided below.

To evaluate the safety risks associated with the northern group of eucalyptus trees. Public Works utilized the
risk assessment framework contained in the Hazard Tree Plan for Humboldt County Parks and Trails
("Hazard Tree Plan"), which was updated in 2013. Implementation of the Hazard Tree Plan is intended to
avoid dangerous conditions within County Parks and along the Hammond Trail. Another important
reference is the Tree Risk Assessment national standard developed by the Tree Care Industry Association
(2017).

The Hazard Tree Plan notes that risk cannot be entirely eliminated, and the overall goal is acceptable risk
based on prudent management, rather than zero risk, which is unattainable. Tree risk assessment involves
considering the likelihood of failure, the likelihood of the failed tree or tree part impacting a target, and the
likely resulting consequences. To assess the overall hazard, trees can be evaluated for evidence of structural
defects or weaknesses, the size of the defective part, the predicted failure zone (i.e., the area reached by the
failed part of the tree), and the potential targets. Not all defects or conditions that predispose a tree or tree
part to failure are detectable. Because the condition of trees changes over time, standard practice is to
perform regular inspections and schedule treatments based on standardized criteria. Assessing tree risk
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involves inherent uncertainties associated with tree conditions and the interaction between trees and the

environment. An important part of assessing risk is the failure profile of the tree species, which is defined by
documented recurring patterns of tree failure for the specific species. Ultimately, decisions must be made
based on policies, factual evidence, and experienced Judgment.

The project area for Segment 7 includes a row of mature trees growing within the embankment of Highway
101 and a row of younger trees growing within the railroad prism. Caltrans maintenance crews regularly
monitor the segment of Highway 101 adjacent to the eucalyptus trees and remove debris that falls on the
roadway and shoulder. In addition, due to the potential hazards for motorists and cyclists traveling on
Highway 101, Caltrans commits significant resources to perform regular inspections and trimming treatments
on the highway side of the trees.

The trail alignment for Segment 7 is situated on the east side (inland side) of the NCRA railroad, between the
railroad and highway. The trail will be constructed by widening the railroad prism with either a retaining
wall or earthen embankment. The railroad and highway are separated by a drainage ditch. Due to multiple
constraints, no other feasible alignment was identified. The row of younger trees growing within the railroad
prism directly conflicts with the proposed trail alignment and must be removed in order to construct the trail.
The row of mature trees growing within the highway embankment is situated approximately 10 to 15 feet
from the trail alignment. Based on the proximity of the mature eucalyptus trees to the proposed trail, and the
fact that several trees are leaning toward the trail, there is a high likelihood that falling limbs or a toppled tree
could strike the trail, and a high likelihood that such an incident would result in severe consequences if a trail
user is present at the point of impact.

The primary safety concern is the vulnerability of trail users to falling limbs. Trail users would be situated
within the failure zone of many elevated limbs measuring six to twelve inches in diameter and weighing
hundreds of pounds. Eucalyptus trees have a unique growth pattern of reconfiguring their overall structure
through deterioration. The trunk diameter continues to grow while heavy lateral branches die and fall. This
characteristic of the species is an adaptive measure for maintaining stability over time, but results in a
predisposition to dropping branches on a regular basis without warning. Often, the dropped branches have
no detectable defects. In addition to falling limbs, a second failure scenario is uprooting and toppling of the
entire tree. Eucalyptus trees are susceptible to toppling due to their shallow root system, especially during
strong winds.

Public Works evaluated the failure profile of eucalyptus trees by reviewing safety incidents and safety
concerns in California involving eucalyptus trees situated along transportation corridors and within public
recreation areas. Examples of relevant cases are provided in Attachment C. These cases include several
examples of unexpected structural failures leading to death, serious injury, and near-miss incidents. Tree
failures often occurred under calm weather conditions. Attachment C also includes examples of public
entities taking proactive measures to mitigate the safety risks created by having eucalyptus trees situated in
close proximit> to roads, trails, paths, and parks.

Beyond the fundamental imperative to protect public safety. Public Works considered the legal context for
liability associated with an incident if the eucalyptus trees remained adjacent to the future trail. The outcome
of any potential claim for compensable damage or injury due to alleged dangerous conditions on public
property would depend on the facts of the situation and applicable law. Humboldt County would potentially
be liable if a trail user suffered damage or injury caused by a structural failure of the eucalyptus trees, if it
was determined that the County had negligently maintained the trees, or failed to correct a dangerous
condition after receiving notice of its existence and dangerousness. Liability would be more limited for trees
growing in a naturally occurring forest. However, the row of eucalyptus trees was deliberately planted, and
there is precedent for performing regular maintenance (set by Caltrans on the highway side of the trees).
Moreover, the provisions for immunity from liability provided by Government Code section 831.4 applies to
the location or design of a trail, but not to features unrelated to a trail. Therefore, Humboldt County would
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have significant exposure to liability if the Project is constructed adjacent to the row of mature eucalyptus
trees.

None of the four alternatives presented in the public comments is an acceptable solution for the public safety
risks:

1. Letting the trees remain and installing warning signs is not acceptable because the safety hazards
would continue to exist. The trees would threaten public safety and would deter use and enjoyment
of the trail by the public.

2. Constructing the trail directly on the railroad prism, rather than adjacent to the rails, is inconsistent
with the NCRA Trail Policy and would require an exception to that policy. Even if approval could
be obtained, this alternative is not acceptable because the trail would only be moved approximately
eight to ten feet, and trail users would still be in the target zone of the trees. The risk to trail users
would be unchanged.

3. Public Works considered the feasibility of implementing a program of regular inspections and
trimming treatments on the row of mature trees. The project area is a narrow strip of land situated
between Highway 101 and the Humboldt Bay shoreline, and presents significant constraints on
equipment access and operability. The costs for a tree maintenance program at this location could
cost on the order of $50,000 to $100,000 per year, and there would be significant concerns about
worker safety and the sufficiency of the program. After reviewing the failure profile of eucalyptus
trees, the age and condition of the trees w ithin the project area, and the constraints on access for
equipment and manpower to perform inspections and trimming treatments. Public Works concluded
that it will not be feasible to implement an effective tree maintenance program that alleviates the
safety risks to an acceptable level.

4. Constructing an overhang structure to protect bicycle riders and walkers is not acceptable for several
reasons. Access would be severely limited for maintenance and repair follow ing the failure of a tree
or large limb. The construction cost would be on the order of several hundred thousand dollars. The
likelihood of damage due to falling limbs or trees, or flood damage, would be high. The structure
would obstruct views of Humboldt Bay and is unlikely to be permitted by the Coastal Commission.
For these reasons Public Works deems this alternative to be infeasible.

Public Works will recommend termination of the Project if the northern group of eucalyptus trees cannot be
removed.

Aesthetics

Several commenters addressed the positive aesthetic qualities of the trees. A commenter stated that the trees
create a "beautiful visual backdrop" for the bay. A commenter expressed that the trees are a source of beauty
and inspiration. A commenter described the trees as "old and grand and beautiful." Some commenters
disagreed with the Visual Impact Assessment (Appendix B of the MND) and stated that the eucalyptus trees
should have received higher numerical ratings. Conversely, some commenters stated that the eucalyptus
trees are a visual barrier for viewing the bay. A commenter described them as an "eyesore."

Response:
Potential impacts to aesthetics are analyzed in Section 3.1 of the MND. The MND analyzed whether the
Project would have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista, and whether the Project would substantially
degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings. A "scenic vista" is
considered a viewpoint that provides expansive views of a highly valued landscape for the benefit of the
general public. "Visual character or quality" refers to the visual attributes of the elements in a landscape and
the relationships between those elements.
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The Visual Impact Assessment was prepared to provide a technical analysis of existing and proposed
conditions and to predict viewer response to the changes resulting from the Project in accordance with
CEQA Guidelines Appendix 0 and the 1988 methodology established for visual impact assessments by the
Federal Highway Administration. The Visual Impact Assessment considered pattern elements (such as form,
line, color, and texture), pattern character (such as dominance, scale, diversity, and continuity), and visual
quality conditions (such as vividness, intactness, and unity). The numerical ratings of visual quality were
determined by staff from the consulting firm Stantec, based on their professional experience evaluating
similar projects. Judgments regarding aesthetic features are inherently subjective based on individual
preferences. The negative and positive comments received regarding the aesthetic qualities of the trees
indicate the diversity of opinions within the community. While some commenters advocated for higher
ratings in the Visual Impact Assessment, they did not address the overall significance of the change in
consideration of the Project as a whole.

The Visual Impact Assessment noted both negative and positive impacts resulting from tree removal.
Viewer response will be negative for viewers who place a high value on the vertical elements and texture
provided by the northern group of trees as they currently exist. Viewer response will be positive for viewers
who place a high value on unobstructed views of Humboldt Bay and the surrounding shoreline, views which
will be enhanced from removal of the northern group of trees. Overall, project-related impacts in the Visual
Impact Assessment were determined to be negative at a moderately low significance level for the northern
group of trees, and no impact for the larger southern group of trees.

Although the absence of the northern group of eucalyptus trees constituting approximately 42% of the length
of the existing tree row following removal would be a noticeable change for those persons familiar with the
existing views from Highway 101 and other viewpoints around Humboldt Bay, the remaining southern group
of trees constituting approximately 58% of the length of the existing tree row will continue to serve as a
landmark and dominant skyline feature. The threshold of significance for potential impacts to scenic vistas
and visual character or quality was determined to be removal of more than half of the eucalyptus trees.
Because the majority of the eucalyptus trees along Highway 101 will remain, the impacts from the Project
were found to be less than significant in the MND.

The MND also analyzed whether the Project would substantially damage scenic resources within a state
scenic highway. Highway 101 has not been officially designated as a scenic highway. Therefore, the Project
will not impact scenic resources within a state scenic highway.

Public Works acknowledges that the eucalyptus trees along Highway 101 have aesthetic qualities that are
appreciated and valued by many of the commenters. However, based on the analysis in the MND, the
impacts to aesthetics resulting from the Project are considered less than significant under CEQA.

Biological Resources

A commenter stated that the trees provide habitat for birds. Some commenters asserted that the trees warrant
protection as an environmentally sensitive habitat area. Some commenters argued that the trees deserve less
consideration because they're non-native. A commenter suggested replacing the eucalyptus trees with native
tree species.

Response:
Potential impacts to biological resources are analyzed in Section 3.4 of the MND. The northern group of
eucalyptus trees provides roosting habitat for raptors and other bird species. Public Works did not identify
evidence that roosting habitat is a limiting factor around Humboldt Bay for any bird species. The eucalyptus
trees may provide nesting habitat for bird species such as great blue heron, great egret, double-crested
cormorant, red-tail hawk, and great homed owl; however, the noise and disturbance caused by traffic on
Highway 101 is likely a deterrent from significant usage. No rookeries or raptor nests were observed in the
northern section of trees proposed for removal. The eucalyptus trees have not been documented to serve as a
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corridor for wildlife movement. The trees in the southern section will continue to remain available to birds

for nesting and roosting.

Mitigation measure BIO-5 (Avoidance and Protection Measures for Nesting Birds) was developed for all tree
and vegetation removal activities to ensure no significant impacts to native migratory bird species. The
preference is to remove vegetation outside the bird nesting season (March 15 to August 15), but if activities
are done during the bird nesting season then a qualified wildlife biologist will conduct preconstruction
surveys to check for nesting activity of native birds and to evaluate the site for special-status bird species.
The mitigation measure includes a protocol for responding to the presence of an active nest.

Public Works retained GHD to perform vegetation mapping and assessment of the project area to determine
whether Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas ("ESHA") are present. ESHA is defined under the
California Coastal Act as "any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare or especially
valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosy stem and which could be easily disturbed or
degraded by human activities and developments." The results of this study are documented in a technical
report (GHD, November 2017). GHD noted that the eucalyptus trees are native to Australia and have been
planted and naturalized in California. Eucalyptus trees are allelopathic (i.e., they create chemicals that are
harmful to native species and deter their growth and propagation), and thus are often removed as part of
habitat restoration projects because they can exclude more desirable native vegetation. The understory
beneath eucalyptus trees is typically lacking in diversity and structure, and thus provide little native wildlife
habitat value. GHD concluded that the eucalyptus trees do not have special rarity or special ecological value
and do not meet the criteria for being considered an ESHA.

Public Works will evaluate opportunities for incorporating re-vegetation of native species into the Project in
the design phase.

Cultural Resources

Several commenters stated that the trees are historically important. A commenter stated that the trees are
part of the historic landscape and local heritage. A commenter stated the trees are an "iconic part of this
region." A commenter stated the trees are a "landmark on Humboldt Bay." A commenter stated the trees are
part of the area's cherished character. A commenter stated the trees have a significant historic quality to area
residents.

Response:
Potential impacts to cultural resources are analyzed in Section 3.5 of the MND. A brief historical overview
of the eucalyptus trees is provided below, followed by a summary of the evaluation to determine whether the
eucalyptus trees are eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or the California Register
of Historic Resources. Copies of historical maps and photographs are contained in Attachment D.

The state highway connecting Eureka and Arcata was initially constructed as an unpaved road in 1918, and
was improved to become a paved, two-lane highway in 1925. Eucalyptus trees were first planted along the
highway by Henry Devoy, who owned 1,100 acres of ranchland in the Fay Slough area. Eucalyptus trees
were popular in the late 19^^ century and early 20'*^ century due to their rapid growth, and were planted in
many locations along the California coast for timber and to serve as windbreaks (providing shelter from the
wind). According to Eureka resident Patricia Lotus, her great grandfather, Henry Devoy, planted the trees in
1921 with assistance from her grandfather M. Lee Gillogly, a right-of-way agent for the Northwestern Pacific
Railroad Company. The trees were intended to serve as a windbreak for Mr. Devoy's dairy ranch.
According to a March 1925 Humboldt Standard newspaper article, the trees were reportedly planted without
permission from the state highway commission. Mr. Devoy is notable for having donated 120 acres of land
in southern Humboldt County, which became Richardson Grove State Park, and for being the namesake for
Devoy Road between Eureka and Freshwater.
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A historical photograph indicates that the trees in front of the main bam on the Devoy property were cut
down after a damaging frost in 1933. An aerial photograph indicates that trees were replanted in the southern
section by 1937. According to Eureka resident Gemma Fiamma, her father, Caesar Fiamma, helped re-plant
trees in the southern section (south of the current mill entrance) as part of the Works Progress
Administration, while the trees in the northern section were planted as a separate action. Historical
photographs indicate that trees reached a height of approximately 75 feet by 1949. The highway was
expanded to become a four-lane separated freeway in 1954 and 1955. Historical photographs indicate the
eucalyptus trees were heavily trimmed (topped) in 1969.

Lands containing buildings, structures, or objects may be eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places ("NRHP") or California Register of Historic Resources ("CRHR") if they maintain integrity
and meet one of the following criteria:

1. NRHP Criterion A (CRHR Criterion 1) - Associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of history.

2. NRHP Criterion B (CRHR Criterion 2) - Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.
This criterion is generally limited to properties that illustrate a person's important achievements and
are associated with the person's productive life.

3. NRHP Criterion C (CRHR Criterion 3) - Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values.

4. NRHP Criterion D (CRHR Criterion 4) - Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

In 2003, JRP Historical Consulting ("JRP") reviewed the entire row of eucalyptus trees for historical
significance as part of the studies for the Eureka-Arcata Corridor Highway Improvement Project. JRP
concluded that the eucalyptus trees were not eligible for listing on the NRHP or CRHR. The State Historic
Preservation Office concurred with this conclusion in a letter dated November 29, 2006 (Attachment E).

In 2018, JRP updated their evaluation to assess any new information regarding the historical significance of
the trees. The updated historical evaluation form is contained in Attachment E, and summarized here:

1. The eucalyptus trees do not meet NRHP Criterion A (CRHR Criterion 1) because they are not unique
within the context of eucalyptus trees being planted in California or Humboldt County as wind
breaks for agricultural land.

2. The eucalyptus trees do not meet NRHP Criterion B (CRHR Criterion 2) because there was no
demonstrable evidence that Mr. Devoy made historically significant contributions to the ranching
industry, and if he had, it's unlikely that the eucalyptus trees were directly associated with that
contribution. If Mr. Devoy was deemed historically significant for having donated land to create
Richardson Grove State Park, the eucalyptus trees would still not meet this criterion because they are
not directly linked to that contribution. Objects that commemorate a person's important
achievements are not considered to meet this criterion.

3. The eucalyptus trees do not meet NRHP Criterion C (CRHR Criterion 3) because they are not
associated with a significant figure in landscape architecture, nor with an innovative planting plan.

4. The eucalyptus trees do not meet NRHP Criterion D (CRHR Criterion 4) because they are unlikely
to provide important information regarding history.

Further, JRP noted that the integrity of the setting has changed significantly due to changes in land use in the
vicinity of the trees. Based on this evaluation, JRP determined that the eucalyptus trees continue to be
ineligible for listing on the NRHP or CRHR. JRP prepared a Historic Property Survey Report, Historic
Resources Evaluation Report, and Archaeological Survey for the Project, and these documents were
submitted to the State Historic Preservation Office, which concurred with their findings in a letter dated June
19,2018 (Attachment E).
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While the trees are approximately 75 to 80 years old and provide a tangible connection to historical activities
around Humboldt Bay, they do not meet the eligibility requirements for being considered a historic place or
historic resource. Therefore, the proposed removal of the northern group of the eucalyptus trees is not a
significant impact to cultural resources under CEQA.

Hydrology and Water Quality

A commenter expressed concern about using herbicides near the bay.

Response:
The MND listed herbicides as a potential method for treating the eucalyptus stumps and root systems to
prevent re-sprouting. The MND does not contain a description of specific techniques. Public Works is not
considering the use of herbicides for the Project at this time, and adoption of the MND does not constitute
approval for the potential use of herbicides. Public Works is currently planning to use mechanical methods
such as a stump grinder or manual methods such as covering with black plastic to prevent or minimize
resprouting following tree removal, in the event that mechanical and manual methods are determined to be
insufficient and there is a desire to further consider the use of herbicides. Public Works will perform a
supplemental review to determine the applicable requirements for complying with CEQA.

Other Aspects of the Eucalyptus Trees

Aspect I: Wind Break
Some commenters stated that the trees are important because they serve as a wind break. Conversely, a
commenter noted that the trees no longer serve their original purpose of serving as a wind break for a dairy
ranch.

Response:

The trees may help provide shelter from wind for a portion of Highway 101 and adjacent property.
However, the majority of the highway corridor between Eureka and Arcata has direct exposure to winds from
over the bay. Therefore, the effect provided by the northern group of eucalyptus trees is very limited. The
function of providing a potential wind break along Highway 101 does not override the safety hazard
concerns to trail users.

Aspect 2: Interaction with Sunlight
A commenter stated that the trees are beneficial by providing sun glare protection to motorists. Conversely,
a commenter stated that the trees create a distraction to motorists by causing a ''strobe effect" with late
afternoon sun flashing through the trees.

Response:
Public Works acknowledges that the eucalyptus trees may affect visibility for motorists, either positively or
negatively. These aspects do not change the analysis of environmental impacts or conclusions in the MND.

Aspect 3: Calming Presence
Some commenters stated that the trees provide a calming presence along the highway and provide a safety
benefit by calming traffic.

Response:
Public Works acknowledges that the eucalyptus trees may provide this benefit. However, this aspect does
not change the analysis of environmental impacts or conclusions in the MND.
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Aspect 4: Barrier between Highway and Trail
A commenter stated that retaining the trees would be beneficiai by providing a physical barrier separating the
trail from the highway.

Response:
The potential safety benefits that the eucalyptus trees would provide as a physical barrier do not offset the
safety hazards presented by the trees to trail users. Further, the Project will include a cable barrier between
Highway 101 and the trail at locations where it is determined to be necessary.

2. Proj'ect Design Elements

Issue 1: Driveway Crossing at Bracut Industrial Park
Some commenters expressed a preference to have the trail alignment in Segment 9 avoid crossing the
driveway entrance for Bracut Industrial Park, and asked about the feasibility of going around the driveway.
A commenter objected to placing the burden of stopping or yielding at the crossing on trail users over
motorists. A commenter suggested an alternative of providing flashing lights to warn turning vehicles. A
commenter stated that right-angle turns are undesirable for maintaining speed and traffic flow.

Response:
Public Works evaluated several potential options to bypass the driveway at Bracut, but none of the options
were found to be feasible. Public Works will continue to refine the design details of the driveway crossing to
maximize safety.

Issue 2: Alignment within Humboldt Bav

A commenter suggested an alternative alignment that would locate the majority of the trail within Humboldt
Bay on a boardwalk or causeway.

Response:
Public Works reviewed the proposed alternative alignment and determined that it would not comply with the
applicable design standards for a bikepath (Chapter 1000 of the Caltrans Highway Design Manual) and for
accessibility (Chapter 11B of the California Building Code). In addition, there would likely be significant
environmental impacts to areas used by shorebirds for foraging as well as eel grass habitat, and it is unlikely
that these impacts could be sufficiently mitigated. Further, the alternative alignment would have higher
construction and maintenance costs, and would unlikely be permitted by the Coastal Commission.

Issue 3: Alternative Design for the Eureka Slough Bridge
Some commenters advocated for the trail to be cantilevered on the side of the bridge, rather than being
integrated on top of the bridge.

Response:
Public Works retained Morrison Structures, a bridge engineer, to consider a range of alternatives for
improving the Eureka Slough railroad bridge to accommodate the trail. Morrison Structures considered the
alternative of widening the bridge by cantilevering a separate deck girder frame from the existing supports.
This alternative was eliminated from further consideration due to unfavorable weight impacts to the bridge
supports, the difficulty in removing the cantilevered structure, and unfavorable construction costs compared
to other alternatives.

Issue 4: Trail Width

A commenter expressed the desire for a wider paved section to accommodate passing cyclists and improve
the flow of traffic.
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Response:

Trail width is a key design parameter for user safety and the quality of the user experience. The width of the
paved portion of the trail (ten feet) was determined based on applicable design standards, the context of the
trail, and considering the goals of minimizing costs and environmental impacts. The width of ten feet was
determined to be sufficient based on the estimated peak hourly usage rale. A wider trail would have higher
construction costs, more wetland impacts, and higher mitigation costs.

Issue 5: Trail Surfaces

A commenter expressed preference for an unpaved trail.

Response:
The purpose of the Project is to provide a multi-use facility for transportation and recreation. The applicable
design standards for a bikepath require a paved surface.

Issue 6: Bridge Surfaces

A commenter expressed concern about slippery wood on Eureka Slough bridge and bike tires getting trapped
between pavement and the rails. Some commenters requested that metal bridge decks be avoided to provide
a quieter tread and reduce noise. Conversely, a commenter noted that the metal bridge decks on the City of
Arcata's Bay Trail North project area provide an audible warning of approaching cyclists.

Response:

The Eureka Slough bridge deck will be designed to avoid slippery conditions and to avoid gaps that could
cause a hazard for bike tires. None of the bridges for the Project will have metal decks.

Issue 7: Pavement Markings
A commenter expressed a preference for white pavement markings over yellow.

Response:
The applicable design standards for a bikepath specify yellow pavement markings for the centerline to denote
two-way traffic.

Issue 8: Signs

A commenter advocated for the reduction of signage (fewer signs and not as high). A commenter requested
that the project avoid excessive signs regarding speeds and etiquette.

Response:
A detailed sign plan will be developed during the design phase of the Project. Some signs are mandated by
safety standards, especially when there is the potential for conflicts between trail users and vehicles. Public
Works agrees with the general principle of minimizing signs, especially in scenic areas.

Issue 9: Turnouts

A commenter recommended turnouts to allow wildlife observation, photography, and general enjoyment.

Response:
Opportunities for turnouts will be evaluated during the design phase of the Project.

Issue 10: Bollards

A commenter recommended the placement of bollards avoid blindspots for trail users.

Response:

The location of bollards will be considered during the design phase of the Project.
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Issue 11: Vegetation

A commenter requested introducing more natural features between the highway and trail, such as quarry
boulders and native shrubs and wildflowers. A commenter supported using vegetation as a sound and visual
barrier. A commenter recommended being prepared to address invasive species that will colonize disturbed
soil areas.

Response:
Public Works will evaluate opportunities for incorporating re-vegetation of native species into the Project,
and will assess the need for managing invasive species following construction.

CONCLUSION AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION

After reviewing the comments received on the MND, Public Works believes that the environmental
document has sufficiently addressed the potential environmental impacts of the proposed Project
under CEQA. No changes to the MND are warranted. Public Works recommends that the Board of
Supervisors incorporate the eleven mitigation measures into the Project, adopt the MND including
the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (Appendix F of the MND), approve the Project,
and direct staff to post a Notice of Determination with the Humboldt County Clerk/Recorder.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

A  Letter from State Clearinghouse
B  Proposed Eucalyptus Tree Removal Area
C  Eucalyptus Tree Incidents in California
D  Eucalyptus Area Maps and Photographs
E  Updated Historical Evaluation Form for Eucalyptus Trees (JRP, 2018) and Concurrence

Letters from the State Historic Preservation Office (2006 and 2018)
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on?;

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Governor's Office o/Planning And Research

EDMUND G, BROWN JR.

Governor

mar 2 2 20J8

;

KF,N ALEX

DtRF-CTOR

March 20,2018

Hank Seemann

Humboldt County
1106 Second Si

Eureka, CA 95501

Subject: Humboldt Bay Trail South
SCH#: 2018022036

Dear Hank Seemann:

The Slate Clearinghouse submitted the above named Mitigated Negative Declaration to selected state
agencies for review. The review period closed on March 19. 2018, and no state agencies submitted
comments by that date. This letter acknowledges that you have complied with the State Clearinghouse
review requirements for draft environmental documents, pursuant to the California Environmental Quality
Act.

Please call the State Clearinghouse at (916) 445-0613 if you have any questions regarding the
environmental review process. If you have a question about the above-named project, please refer to the
ten-digit State Clearinghouse number when contacting this office.

Sincere

Scott Morgan
Director, State Clearinghouse

1400 10th Street P.O. Box 3044 Sacramento, California 95812-3044

1-916-322-2318 FAX 1-916-558-3184 www.opr.ca.gov



Document Details Report
State Clearinghouse Data Base

SCH#

Project Title
Lead Agency

2018022036

Humboldt Bay Trail South

Humboidl County

Type MND Mitigated Negative Oeclaration

Description Construction and operation of a Class 1 bike path along the North Coast Railroad Authority and
Caltrans US Hwy 101 corridor generally between Bracut and Eureka, and construction of a cable
between Bracut and Gannon Slough.

Lead Agency Contact

Name Hank Seemann

Agency Humboldt County
Phone (707)445-7741 Fax

email

Address 1106 Second St

City Eureka State CA Zip 95501

Project Location
County Humboldt

City

Region

Lat/Long

Cross Streets

Parcel No.

Township

Eureka

40^ 48' 44" N/124° 06' 34" W

NCRA and Caltrans US HWY 101 corridor between Eureka and Bralnard Slough
mult

5N Range 1W,1E SecUon 17 Base HBM

Proximity to:
Highways 101

Airports

Railways

IVaferways

Schools

Land Use

Murray Field

NCRA

Humboldt Bay, Eureka Slough, Brainard Slough
La Fayette ES

LU: County: natural resources, Industrial General, Public fecility; City: NR

Project Issues AestheticA/isual; Agricultural Land; Air Quality; Archaeologic-Hlstoric: Biological Resources: Coastal
Zone; Cumulative Effects; Drainage/Absorption; Flood Plain/Flooding; Forest Land/Fire Hazard;
Geologic/Seismic; Growth Inducing; Landuse; Minerals; Noise; Population/Housing Balance; Public
Services; Recreation/Parks; Schools/Universities; Septic System; Sewer Capacity; Soil
Erosion/Compaction/Grading; Solid Waste; Toxic/Hazardous; Traffic/Circulation; Vegetation; Water
Quality; Water Supply; Wetland/Riparian

Reviewing Resources Agency; Department of Boating and Waterways; California Coastal Commission;
Agencies Department of Fish and Wildlife, Region 1E; Department of Conservation; Office of Historic

Preservation; Department of Parks and Recreation; Department of Water Resources; Caltrans.
Division of Aeronautics; California Highway Patrol; Caltrans, District 1; Regional Water Quality Control
Board, Region 1; Air Resources Board. Transportation Projects; Native American Heritage
Commission: State Lands Commission

Date Received 02/15/2018 Start of Review 02/16/2018 End of Review 03/19/2018

Note: Blanks in data fields result from Insufficient information provided by lead agency
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Case #1 - Whittier. CA (20161

Whfttier employees Inspected
Penn Park before fatal wedding-
party tree collapse

By SANDRA T. MOLINA | smolina(S)scng.com and STEPHANIE K. BAER

I sbaer@scng,com | Son Gabriel Valley Tribune
PUBLISHED: December 19,2016 at 652 pm | UPDATED: August 29,20T7 at 4:09 am

WHITTIER >> City employees sui'veyed Penn Park for leaning trees and broken

branches, but found no safety issues, hours before a massive eucalyptus tree

toppled onto a wedding parW. killing a 61^ear-old grandmother and injuring

seven others.

■^We have been a Tree City USA for more than 30 years, and take care to manage
our urban forest," Whittier City Manager Jeff Collier said Monday following a
press conference at the park. "It s very rare that tliis would happen."

Witnesses reported the group was taking pictures beneath the 80- to 90-foot-tall
tree at the park on Penn Street, around 4:30 p.m. Saturday when it suddenly
uprooted and fell, trapping about 20 people.

On Monday, arborists were inspecting the tree to determine what caused it to fall.
Collier said they were checking for disease or rot, soil stability and the healtli of
the roots.

The tree was more than 50 years old and was last pruned two years ago, said
Collier, who called the incident a "freakish situation."

Collier said city employees had gwen a routine visual inspection of the park the
morning before the tree fell and found "no apparent issues." The wedding party
did not have a permit to take photos at the park and city staff were not on site at
tlie time.

It wasn't clear when the experts would come to a conclusion about the cause of
the collapse, which was ruled an accident by Los Angeles County Fire Depai tment
officials.
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Coroner's officials identified the woman who died as Margarita Mojai ro, 61, of San

Pedro. Officials did not know whetlier tlie woman was related to the bride or the

groom. She was a motlier of four and grandmother of four, according to a family

member, who asked for privacy.

City, fire and police officials did not have an update on the condition of a 4-yeai -

old girl who was hospitalized in critical condition or the six other adults who were

injured by the tree collapse.

"Saturday's tragic accident at Penn Park defies explanation," Mayor Joe Mnatieri

said in a written statement Monday. "The city is investigating and inspecting the

park, and will provide answers to many of the questions we all have, including

%vhat effect the drought, Fridays heavy rainfall and other factors may have plaved

in this terrible accident. Hiose answers will be provided to the family, and our

community, as soon as possible."
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L.A. Times 12/19/2016

What types of tree usually fail?

Failing trees aren't usual considering the countless trees in California's cities, parks and forests. That
said, there have been 5,902 tree or tree branch "fails" since 2010 in California, according to the
University of California's Tree Failure Report Program.

Of those, 23.2% involved oak trees, 17.1% were pine trees and 12.6% were eucalyptus.

Did the eucalyptus that fell Saturday Ht the typical prorile?

Yes. According to a 2014 report from The Britton Fund, a nonprofit entity from the International
Society of Arboriculture's Western Chapter, the average age and size of failing eucalyptus in
California is 65 years old and 81 feet tall.

Saturday's tree was an 80-foot-tall eucalyptus that was at least 50 years old and had a trunk diameter
between 6 and 8 feet, Los Angeles County firefighters said.

Two-thirds of trees that failed were in high-use areas like Penn Park's eucalyptus, and 58% of them
occurred in the winter months between November and February, the report stated.

The most common defect among the trees in the report were heavy lateral limbs, which were too big
for the tree's root system and trunk to support.

Could it have fallen because of the drought?

According to Green, that's not likely. The park appears irrigated and there hasn't been a reported
spike in tree failings since California's drought took hold five years ago.

Two factors that can cause a tree to fail, however, are long-term effects of decay and short-term
effects of rain on loosening soil.

Do we know if this tree fell because of decay or rain?

It's too early to tell.

If the trunk snapped apart from its "root plate" below ground. Green said, that would be a symptom
of long-term decay to the roots until they were so compromised that they were too weak for the tree.

If they remained attached and the entire tree fell over, unearthing all of its roots and the soil that
were holding them, that would be a sign that it was the soil that failed, not the tree itself, he said.

Sometimes only part of the roots are compromised and others are not, further muddying the
investigation for arborists, he said.
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Could the city have detected the tree would fail?

It depends on the cause.

Whittier maintains a pruning and inspection schedule for its trees, though officials wouldn't
immediately say what that was and when the last time Saturday's tree had been inspected.

But typically trees in municipalities are inspected on a one- to five-year basis. Green said. Long-
term issues like root decay would be detectable because the tree would show outward symptoms
like mushrooms growing around its base or on its trunk, he said.

"By the time you have a mushroom you have advanced decay - that means the wood has been eaten
up," Green said. "The structural integrity...is like mush, like soft bread. It takes years for this to
happen."

Another sign of decay would be a callous, or a raised ring on the bark that forms around an infected
area on the tree's surface.

Conversely, a green canopy isn't a sign of a tree's health. Green said.

"A tree canopy can still be green but that doesn't mean the root system is structurally sound," he
said.

But if the tree itself was healthy and it was the ground around it that was failing, that's difficult to
predict. Green said. Heavy branches saturated with water and a powerful wind gust has been known
to knock over a healthy eucalyptus, he said.

"Those are hard to detect," Green said. "I don't know how you would do it unless you see the soil
shifting.. .you can't detect it."

Where does eucalyptus come from?

They are originally from Tasmania and Australia and were introduced to California in the 1800s.
They were used as windbreaks and for their timber but have since become naturalized across

California.
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Family members of
grandmother killed by Penn Park
tree sue city of Whittier

By MIKE SPRAGUE I nnsprague@scng.eom I Whittier Doily News
PUBLISHED: April 6.2017 at 8:46 pm I UPDATED: August 30.2017 at 4fl7 am

LOS ANGELES » Family members of a 61-year-oId grandmother who was killed

when a massive eucal)^tus tree toppled onto a wedding party at Penn Park in

December 2016 are suing the city of Whittier, alleging that the city failed to

properly maintain the tree after it contracted a disease.

The lawsuit will cover 19 people inj ured in the tree collapse, including several

members of the family of Margarita Mojarro of San Pedro. Mojarro, who later

died at a hospital was the only person killed in the tree collapse.

A 3-year-old girl, reported to be a niece of the bride, was hospitalized in critical

condition with a traumatic brain injury and a half-dozen other people were

treated at a hospital for injuries not considered life-threatening.

Though the lawsuit does not state specifically how much the family will seek from

the city, an attorney for the family, Brian Leinbach, said in March that he

expected to seek upward of $10 million.

Leinbach represents the entire group of injured. He blamed the city for allowing

the tree to fall on Mojarro and the others at the park that day. The group was there

to celebrate the impending marriage of Mojarro's daughter, Patricia.

Leinbach, who couldn't be reached Thursday, said in the lawsuit that the large

blue gum eucalyptus tree had become acutely diseased.
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"Whiltier, which at all relevant times, controlled, maintained, inspected,

supervised, and owned Penn Park and the tree, knew or should have known of

the danger presented by the tree," attorneys wrote in the lawsuit.

"However, despite this knowledge, (the city) did not remecfy the danger, nor did it

warn or otherwise inform persons, such as (my clients) to whom the tree

presented a veiy real and foreseeable danger "

The lawsuit stated the tree had "advanced rot and decay" and had been over-

watered.

The collapse was preceded by a week of intense rain aaoss the region. Ciw

officials said at the time that the ground at many of Whittier^s paries was saturated

with water.

Authorities theorized that the storm that had dropped 1.8S inches of rain in

Whittier that week, coupled with weakening of the tree from the lingering

drought, were factors in its collapse.

The park is a popular photo-taking ̂ t because of its mature trees. The wedding

party was apparent^ posing for pictures at the time the tree fell.

Penn Park has remained closed since the December inddent In the weeks

following the collapse, Whittier closed half a dozen of its parks out of foar of more

falling trees. Murphy Ranch Park was one of those dosed. It is expected to open

Samrd^, said Greg Alaniz, Whittier's director of parks, recreation and community

services.

Leinbach said dty offidals should hav« known of the impending danger — an

arfoorist had inspeaed the tree a few days before the collapse.

Whittier City Manager Jefif ColUer on Thursday said he hadn't seen the lawsuit He

offered no further comment.

City ofiidals said foQowing the collapse that they ordered an investigation inu>

why the tree fell. But Whittier offidals have not said whether the study has been

completed.

In March, Gray Kranker, an attorney for Whittier, said the dty would not release

the stutfy due to the possible lawsuit involving the Mojarro fomily.

"There's ongoing litigation about the tree," Kranker said. 'The expert was retained

through our office and thus it is attorney work product"
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The lawsuit alleges the collapse caused the wrongful death of Mojarro, brain

damage to the 3-year-old girl injured in the incident and a litany of other serious

injuries. Leinbach said the serious nature of the injuries was the reason for the

inflated award estimate.

A second lawsuit also could be hied by Stefonie Oviati, an assistant to the

photographer taking photos of the wedding par^ that day. Hie City Coundi

recendy ctenied the claim.

Case #2 - Newport Beach. CA (2011)

Eucalyptus safety in spotlight
after woman's death

By DEEPA BHARATH | dbharath@scng.com | Orange County Register
September 25, 2011 at 9:28 am

NEWPORT BEACH - Some consider the eucalyptus a "wonder tree" for its beauty

and medicinal value, while others call It the "widow maker" because of its

tendency to drop branches In the summer or simply collapse without waming -

as one Irvine Avenue tree did on an unsuspecting motorist.

Eucalyptus trees, which are native to Australia, have been a hot topic of debate In

the past week after a 10-ton blue gum eucalyptusfell on top of 2^

Haeyoon Miller's car on Sept. 15 and killed her.

Newport Beach officials reaaed swiftly after Miller's death by chopping dqyyn

104 eucalyptus trees that lined a half-mile stretch of Irvine Avenue. Mike PIssanI,

deputy municipal operations director, says the city will come up with a plan to

replace the trees along the roadway, although it most likely won't Include as

many as ICQ trees. And none of those trees will be a eucalyptus.

He said the department Is Inspecting at least 300 other blue gum eucalyptus

trees in the city to determine If they pose a hazard - particularly another group

of 100 trees that line a bike path In the Westcllff area.

"We're only going after the blue gum variety because they are the ones that get

big and heavy," PIssanI said. "Other varieties such as red gum and lemon gum

are usually thinner and we don't see those as a hazard."
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The eucalyptus trees on Irvine Avenue were planted at least 75 years ago in what

is known as a "hedgerow." officials say. City officials followed anarborist's

recommendation to remove all the trees in the hedgerow as opposed to a few

because the hedgerow trees tend to have a common support system and just

removing a few may make others unstable.

Eucalyptus trees were originally brought to the United States from Australia to

build ships and railroad ties. They became widely used as landscape trees,

however, after the builders realUed the California bluegum variety split and

curled, making it unfit for use in shipbuilding or railroad ties.

Throughout Orange County, the trees were planted as windbreaks between

citrus groves and bean fields.

Some experts warn against the use of eucalyptus trees in landscaping. Others say

they can be managed through proper maintenance.

Despite the deep roots eucalyptus trees have in California's history, their shallow

roots make them unsuitable for any type of landscaping, especially on a public

roadway where people and vehicles pass every day. said John Sevier, a certified

arborist and eucalyptus expert who has testified in numerous personal injury

and properly damage cases involving eucalyptus trees.

Cities that choose to keep eucalyptus trees or plant them must have an

aggressive maintenance program, he says.

"Without such a program, these trees are like licking time bombs," says the now

Texas-based Sevier. who specialized In eucalyptus trees from 1973 to 1994 when

his business was based in San Diego.

He gives numerous examples of eucalyptus trees that dropped without waming.

He testified in a case involving the death of a 4-year-old girl who was crushed to

death by one of the trees at the San Diego Zoo in the 1980s.

'The zoo, after that incident, started to phase out eucalyptus trees and replace

them with other more stable varieties such as oak and elm," he said. *The city (of

Newport Beach) must aa now before other lives are lost and more people are

injured."

He says in his 39-year career as an arborist, he has found the blue gum

eucalyptus more prone to falling than any other tree.

Eucalyptus trees that are in areas irrigated by sprinklers are even more

hazardous because their roots have no incentive to go deep looking for water

and their foliage and branches get large and heavy, Sevier says.
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"When these trees fall, people exclaim it's an act of God that no one was killed."

he says. 'Tn my opinion, it's by the grace of God that more people haven't gotten

killed by these trees."

On the other hand, cities such as Lake Forest take pride in their eucalyptus

forests. The Woods, a community within the city, is almost submerged in a forest

of these trees, said Luis Estevez, public works manger for the city.

■These trees add quite a bit of charm to the community," he said. "We're not
planting any more eucalyptus trees, but we have no plans of taking them down
or phasing them with other varieties of trees."

Lake Forest maintains its trees on a three- to four-year trim cycle, and trees in
city parks are inspeaed daily, he said. Last year, an 80-foot eucalyptus tree
collapsed in one of the city's parks, but that was due to a root fungus the city
could not have discovered during its routine inspections, Esievez said. There
were no injuries or property damage other than a broken park bench as a result
of that incident, he said.

Blue gum trees make up a majority of Lake Forest's eucalyptus population,
Estevez said.

Of the 36,000 trees in Newport Beach, only 300 now are blue gum eucalyptus.
The city has had a rigorous pruning and maintenance schedule with the blue
gum variety, Pissani said. The trees were pruned annually to ensure they did not
get too big, he said.

A number of Newport Beach homes also have eucalyptus trees in their yards, but
the city cannot police people's yards, Pissani said.

Chris Barnhill, curator of the Fullerton Arboretum, cautions cities against knee-
jerk reactions and unnecessarily cutting down shade-giving mature trees.

"You have to evaluate each of these situations individually," he said. 'It's very
hard when people try to make blanket judgments about trees."

Eucalyptus trees are still "landscape-worthy" trees, Barnhill says. What happened
in Newport Beach was extremely rare - as rare as someone getting struck by
lightning, he says.

"The health and safety of the tree depend on how it's cared for," Barnhill says.
"People don't need to be afraid of trees."
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Case #3 - San Diego. CA (2013)

Appeals court revives injured woman's
lawsuit against San Diego over fallen tree
limb

A San Diego appeals court on Thursday reversed a ruling that threw out a lawsuit by a
woman who sued the cit\- over injuries she suffered when a tree branch fell on her

in Mission Ba>' Park.

The unanimous 3-0 ruling by the Fourth District Court of .Appeal reviv es the 2013 suit by

Lorin Toeppe. She was injured when a lo-foot-long eucahptus branch split off from a tree

near De .Anza Cove boat launch in July 2013 and feD on her vvhile she was walking with her

bovffiend.

Toeppe, a ph\-sical therapist, suffered a crushed leg. fractured spine and lacerations to her

face.

She sued, arguing the citv' was responsible because it had poorly maintained the tree. But

in 2015 Superior Court Judge Eddie Sturgeon threw out the suit, agreeing with lawyers for

the city that state law protects public entities from lawsuits over the conditions on trails

and pathways.

The appellate court said that the issue was not the condition of the pathway — die concrete

bike trail that snakes through the park — but the condition of the tree and bow the dt\'

maintained it.

"In short this is not a case about trail.' Justice Richard Huffman wrote. "It is about trees.

Trees that were planted and maintained by the Cit>'. Trees that were not natiu'alh'

occurring in Mission Ba>' Park. This is not a case where Toejpe was injured walking on a

Citv* trail in a naturalh' occurring forest This is not a case where Toeppe had to walk on a

trail to r^ch a dangerous condition or a dangerous condition was part of the design of the

traiL Instead, Toeppe was injured when a tree brandi strudc her.'

In a statement Gerry Braun. chief of staff to City Attorney Mara Elliott said the ciri* isn't

giving up. The Gt>' w-iQ seek judicial review to ensure that San Diego and other puUic

entities can continue to keep our beautiful parks and trails open to residents and visitors,"

he said via email.

Toeppe's lawsuh was hied just months after after a jury awarded $7-6 million to a Mission

Hills man who was paralyzed when a palm tree toppled over and feU on him. She was

represented bv* the same lawyers who won that award.

One of those lavsyers, Daniel Balaban, welcomed the ruling because it allows Toeppe to

press her case in court, and could benefit others.

"I think the (ruling) is significant because the general public will not be denied their day in

court for dangerous conditions created by governmental entities that happen to occur near

a trail," said Balaban.

The citv' also argued it was also protected because Toeppe was standing on the path v^en

she vvas struck, but the court said there was conflicting information on that fact, and the

suit should not have been dismissed on those grounds eitlwr.
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Trail Immunity Does Not Shield from
Liability Simply Because an Injury
Occurs on a Trail

rx

Is

Appellate Court Ruling Means Less Projections for Califomia Pifotic Agertcies

A tree branch fefl cXF of a eucalyptus bee

and stnick a enman whte she was

wakfog tvough Msaion Bay Paili in San

Die^. She fled stA agamst the City of

San Diego. aUe^ng the City negbgerfly

mantained tie eucalyptis tree, crealirtg a

dangerous concfiion of pubic property.

The City asseiled it was Inwnune from tabiity tiecause foe tiMY occuned whie

foe ptaaitiff was on a trail. Lastmonfo. foe FfouifoDisfoct Court of Appeal

rqected the City's argument in foeppe b- City of San D»ego. farther nanowing

foe scope of trai innurilly. The ruing ineans less protections tor pubic

agencies foat open thee land for pubSc lecreational purposes, particuiafty where

foe potentDly dangerous condflons are not naturally occuning.

Under Government Code section 631.4, better known as Irai mmunity.* pubic

enflies are generaly irrvnune firom labflly for irquries caused by a condition (rf a

used for recteasionai purposes. The purpose bf trail nvnursty s to

encourage pubic enfliea to alow foeir property to be used for such purposes.

In foe kftai cowt foe Ciy argued bai immunity applied because the plainiff was

on a tal when sfie was sbuck by foe bee branch. The trial court agreed wtfo the

City and entered judgmert bi is tevor. finding tie invnuniy afwtid apply to the

tree and is condilon because of the localcn of the tree to the trai. Fclowing

the denial of her motion for new trial, foe plaintiff appealed.

People

Whitney Blackhuf^t
* - ' j'C I*''":

(619) 525-1303

Related

Practices

Municipal Law

Public Agen^ Litigation

Special Districts

Related

Industries

Mur^pal

Specsai Districts

On appeal, foe ptefotir asserted her claim was not based on a condtion of foe

tral, but on the ne^gentty maintained eucalyptes tree. She aleged the Cify

managed and maintained both Mssion Bay Park and ffto trees within it, and

foat for nearly 10 years, a City employee negfigentfytimmed foe sitoject

eucafyptus tree's branches. She argitod foe City created, and was aware of, the

tree's dangerous condition and was foerefore liable for the resulting harm. She
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forther mairtained tt>eFe was a dispute as to wtiether she was on the trail when

she was sfrucfc by tie branch. The City countered that the dangerous condition

at issue was connected to the baii the plaintiff was on when she was struck by

the brarKh. making ttie imnxnity applicable.

The appell^ court upheld the plamtiirs position, finding her daim <fid not give

rise to trail rnnunty. in doing so, toe court distinguished toe bafl immunify cases

citod by the City, inctoding AmPeroer-I'Vamen f. City or Pied^nonr decided in

2006 and Leyva v. Crockett S Co., Inc. from ̂rber ffiis year. The court rxried

that in this case, toe dangerous condlion was rwt a natural concHon of the p«1i

and was entreh' independent of toe trail. There are many eucatyptos bees

throughout toe park and toe trail does not provide the only access to those bees.

The coivt explained (hat the plainbfF dto not have to use toe bad to frrd herself

new the dwigerous condtoon: she could have waited across the grass or sat at

one of the picnic taUes in the (rark. The court found the dangerous ondlion <fid

not irrvolve the bail at alt, but rather a eucatyptos tree ptanled by toe City wito a

base 25 feet from the edge of the tral. The coist ctorlied toat toe tree was

negligeniy maintained, it was a dangerous corwftioo regardless of the localion

(^ihe subject baS, kirthernarrowing toe seemingly broad scope of bail snmunfy.

If you hare any quesfrons about how the opinicn may impact your pufaAc agency,

please contact the autoor of this Legal Alert listed to toe nghtm (he Special

Districts practice groip or your 6 B&K attorney.

Ptease feel free to share tbsLegteAtert or sitoscribe by clickir>g here. Folow

us on Facebook @ BestBestKrieger and on Taster @bbktaw.

Disclmmer Legal Alerts are not intendetl as legal advice. AddHional

facts or Mure developments may e^hct subjects conlamed herein. Seek the

advice of an adomey bekxe acting or relying upon any inforrrtadon in this

communique.
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Case #4 - Highland Park. CA (19901

Death of Girl Prompts Review of Schoolyard Eucahptus
Trees

November 20,1990 1 LAURIE BECKLUNDI TIMES STAFF WRITER

— I F.mail n Share O* 10 Twe^

The towering old eucah-ptus ̂^1lose branch fell and killed a 4->*ear-old girl in a Highland Park schooh-ard
had not been pruned in recent memorv* and belonged to a species known for dropping large branches,
tree experts and a school official said Monday.

A large brandi from a nearb>' tree crashed to the ground about a month ago as a fifth-grade looked
on. according to a school official and a witness, but no one yyzs injured.

As a result of the fiital accident at Buchanan Street School last \\'eek. the Los Angeles Unified School
District has ordered an inspection and pruning program inNohing the estimated 750 eucal>'ptus trees

throughout its school grounds, district legal ad%iser Ron .-^person said Monda}.*.

Apperson ackno%v'ledged that the tree had last been pruned 'a good time ago" and was scheduled for
prunii^ in the next few months. However, he said it showed no signs of disease and denied rhat the tree

was unsafe. "Such sudden limb drops are rare and difficult to predict" he said.

Several tree experts told The Times ffiat it is difficult to predict ̂siiich limbs wiH break. They said ffiat the

8o-foot-high riWx>n gum varietv* that killed the preschool girl is one of several t>"pes of large, heavy
eucalyptus trees prone to suddenh' drop branches.

"That tree was dangerous." said John Sevier, who o^mis a San Diego firm called Tree SafeU* and

fiequently testifies in liabiiitv* cases im'<^ing death or injui\' because of falling tree limbs. He

ffie tree over the weekend and found evidence of the break in ffie other tree just a few yards away.

"We were just finishing PE and we saw it faH" said Sharah Sah*ador. 11. recalling the earlier incident.

She said her fifth-grade class, including the teacher, heard a loud crack across the playground and turned

to see a limb crashing on the side^valk just outside the pla>^round. It scared a fe\v of us," she said.

{^person confirmed that the offier incident occurred, but said the breaks i\'ere ffie onfy ones at ffie

school in years.

Carmen Mungoia of Highland Park was knied Wednesday afternoon b>' a felling limb when she went to
ffie school tsiffi her mother to pkk up an older brother. It s\-as a windless, sunny day. and H'itnesses said
the branch cracked and fell for no apparent reason. The branch >N-as about 35 feet long and 10 inches in

diameter.

Such breakages are known to horticulturists as "sudden limb failure" or "summer branch drop." The
causes are not fully understood.
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Paradoxically, most such accidents happen on calm, sunny da\'s in the seemingh* safest of places—parks,
playgrounds and golf courses~and the \-ictims frequently are children, experts say. A 4-year-old girl w-zs

killed in 1983 when a eucal>*ptus branch just t^vo inches thick fell on her at the entrance to the San Diego
Zoo. A lo-year-old boy ̂̂ ■as killed at the Los Angeles Count)* Arboretum in 1977 \sben a eucal)'ptas
branch fell on him during a school field trip.

"For some reason, this often happens in hot. calm weather in the afternoon, or after such weather," said
Richard Harris, a professor emeritus of landscape horticulture at UC Da\*is and one of the few
acknowiedged experts on tbe phenomenon.

"\Ve belieN'e it has something to do ̂ v^th moisture content But we don't really imderstand it because the
most common time for it to happen is in the afternoon when large branches can be many pounds lighter
than in the morning, >\ben the)* are filled Nrith moisture."

Such accidents kill an a\^rage of one person a )^ar in California and injure many more, according to
Allison Berry, assistant professor of environmental agriculture at ITC Dax-is. wbo is coordinating a three-
year stud)* of the problem.

More than 500 such limb frilures have been recorded by certified aiborists, or tree specialists, in California
in the past three years, Beny said. At least a quarter of the incidents involve eucahptus trees, partly
because frie trees are so common.

"But eucal^-ptus does seem to ha\o a high incidence of branch failure in generaL" Bern* said. "I must say. I
ah\*a)"s look up wben Im under a eucah*ptus."

In Australia, Sevier said, some eucah'ptus species are known as "Vido^* makers,"

While many of the hundreds of eucafrptus species in California are considered safe, some of the largest
and most common are known for their Itmh breakage. Among fiiem are the blue gum. red gum. sugar gum
and ribbon gum.

The tree that kiDed the preschooler last ̂ \^k was pnhabh* planted about 40 >'ears ago >%ben horticulturists
\\*ere less a^vare of its danger, according to Vance Tucker, a Cerritos tree expert who is a consultant to
sev eral local cities, golf courses and racecourses.

"Certain varieties (of eucal)*ptus) should nev^r be planted in high-nse areas." Tucker said. Asked if such
trees should be planted in schooi)*ards, be said: Tt's not something I would want to be responsible for."

Eucahptus were imported from Australia in the mid-iSoos to provide wood for railroad ties and trestles,
and furniture for the growing population. But the wood warped, making it imusable. One of the largest and
most common species, blue gum, \N*as put into senice making windbreaks in citrus gro^'es. Many other
varieties of eucal)ptus are considered safe and well suited to E^aliforuia. experts said.

Careful maintenance o\'er the life of a tree can reduce hazards, Tucker and others said. Poor pruning can
create more hazards, they said. Inexperienced trimmers can mistakenly "hatrack" large eucahptus, or cut
the foliage so frr back that die remaining trunk and limbs look like a hatrack. In such cases, experts \N'am,
ne^v foliage gro\N's back so frst it is much weaker—and \'ast^* more dangerous in most cases—than the old.
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Case #5 - San Diego. CA (2016)

The city addresses tree safety concerns

Posted. Mar 10. 2016 12:50 PMPST

Updated: Mar 10. 2016 5:47PMPST

Video Report By Shannon Handy. Reporter CONNECT

SAN DIEGO (CBS 6) - The tree Kmb which injured a teacher Wednesday afternoon came from a eucalyptus tree. Several eucalyptus
trees have been linked to injury or death and some experts say they are concerned. However, San Diego dty officials say (hey monitor
all trees to ensure people are safe.

RELATED: Teacher injured after being hit bv fallino tree branch in Scriops Ranch

Last month, a major cleanup effort was underway in San Diego after the city lost more than 500 trees during a severe wind storm.
Though many different types of trees toppled over during the storm, orw expert claims the majority were eucalyptus trees.

RELATED: Memorial for woman killed after tree falls on car in Pacific Beach

These eucalyptus tree Hmb failures and trees falling over like a month ago. that's going to keep happening," said John Sevier. an
artxsrist and former owner of San Diego based Eucalyptus Tree Service.

Sevier says the solution is to either get rid of all the eucalyptus trees in the county or prune and inspect them on a frequent basis.

"It breaks sorrwtimes without warning at all. They just crack and break." said Sevier.

A eucalyptus tree was to blame for the death of a woman n Old Town r 2003, however, arty tree can be hazardous, which is why San
Diego city officials say they have crews out all the time doing preventative work.

"Prune them before they fail," said Jeremy Barrick. San Diego's Urban Forestry Manager.

Barrick was hired to oversee the maintortance of city trees and decide on new ones to plant.

"It comes down to monitoring the trees and tracking their trend and performartce," said Barrick.

Barrick says it's also totportant tor residents to look for signs of distress and report it as soon as possifciie.

Experts say ifs best to stay away from trees during and ̂ er storms, if you do see a tree you're concemed about in ttte City of San
Diego, call 619-527-7500
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Case #6 - Palo Alto. CA (2010)

uploaded Su" Feb ?3 / 24 PIT'

i-

'Widow maker' tree limb neariy hits
Crescent Park resident
Neighbors concerned about eucalyptus trees near Pardee Park playground

by Sue Dremann - Palo Alto Online

A large tree limb from an aged eucalyptus

tree nearly struck a Crescent Park resident

and has sparked a debate about the safety of

the aged trees at Eleanor Pardee Park.

Ron Eadie was taking one of his seven daily

walks around the neighborhood park at

Channing Avenue and Center Drive when a

large limb crashed down on the sidewalk^

missing him by inches, he said. photo bv Amy Kacher.

"I heard a loud crack. It sounded like a rifle

shot. I ducked. Two limbs pancaked down on

the sidewalk on Channing just 20 paces from

where I was standing. The heavy butt ends of

the branches were 5 1/2 to 6 inches in

diameter. They thudded right where my head

would be. You know what they call those trees, don't you? 'Widow makers/" he said.

The Jan. 18 incident has neighbors concerned whether the 50- to 100-year-old trees should

be removed. The 16 trees, which city officials say are 120 to ISO feet tall, surround a

children's play structure area and canopy two sidewalks around the park's perimeter.

Worried residents and mothers of small children have taken up the Issue with City of Palo

Alto staff.

Longtime residents said the trees have been part of the landscape since Eleanor Pardee

lived in a ramshackle house on the property in the early l9S0s, well before it became a

park.

But some residents said It's time to reconsider if the trees are safe, given their height and

the area's high density of foot traffic.

Amy Kacher, a mother whose three young children play at the park, said a 36-foot limb fell

on the path to the entry gate to the playground on the Channing side on Fnday morning.

She could not budge the limb, she said.

jr
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"We're not trying to be over-dramatic. They're beautiful. But having them there is not

logical/ she said.

Steve Bisset, who was bom and raised in Australia, said on the neighborhood e-mail that

he was camping under a eucalyptus tree in Australia in 1965 when another eucalyptus fell

over "with a deafening crash about 20 feet away, under windless conditions. More recently

I was on the Stanford campus when a giant eucalyptus branch aashed to the ground

nearby, again in windless conditions."

Reached by phone, he said he didn't necessarily want the trees removed.

■nrhe Pardee Park eucalyptus are among the most tJeauOful of trees," he said.

But the danger to life Is real, he said.

"Many arborists in Australia are experts in identifying which branches are dangerous. I
would hope someone who has expert knowledge that is specific with eucalypts could
identify and remove the branches that are in danger of falling. It would be better to keep
the trees than not," he said.

But if that can't be done with certainty, the trees should be chopped down, since the area
is a park where children play, he said.

City officials met with residents at the park on Wednesday, Feb. 24, and another meeting
will be scheduled soon, according to Eric Krebs, dty artwrist.

Krebs said as many as six trees are being considered for removal. He has been watching
the trees for sulfur fungus, a disease that causes rot in certain trees.

Pardee Park has two species of eucalyptus — Eucalyptus globulus or blue gum and
Eucalyptus viminalis or white gum, he said. The trees are native to Australia.

"Eucalyptus has very heavy wood and has very strong wood. Without defects, it's a pretty
strong tree. They get a bad name because they do drop limbs," he said.

The label "widow maker" is a bit unfair to the eucalyptus, Krebs said. Quite a few other tree
species also habitually drop large limbs, he said, especially during "summer limb drop,"
when trees try to reduce water loss from the trunk during drier periods. The drops occur
mostly in windless or light-wind conditions between noon and 4 p.m., according to
artxirists' reports.
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Case #7 - U.C. Berkeley. CA f2010)

Hazardous eucalyptus trees slated for removal

By Christine Shaff, Real estate | march22.20'o ^ C3 G* O ^

Today (Monday, March 22) work crews will begin removing seven trees from the large
eucalyptus grove near the west entrance to campus. After careful assessment by professional

arbohsts, it has been determined that these trees present a significant public safety hazard due
to their failing health and weakened rootstruaures.

Campus landscape professionals, aided by outside registered consulting arborists, have been

monitoring the health of the eucalyptus grove since 2002. They have determined that due to root

decay, these trees are in danger of falling on adjacent walkways, roads or campus buildings. The trees

are being removed as a matter of public safety.

The trees slated for removal will not be immediately replaced in order to allow campus landscape

professionals to fully analyze the condition of the soil and its ability to support new trees. The area

will not be used as a site for future buildings, as it is part of the Grinned Natural Area which has long
been designated and preserved as open space. For more detail, please see universit/s Long Range

Development Plan and other campus planning documents noted below.

Campus landscape professionals will continue to monitor the grove for weakened trees. Any
additional eucalyptus trees that present a hazard to public safety may also be removed.

The eucalyptus grove was originally planted by campus staff in 1877 as a wind break for a running
track located in the area currently occupied by the Life Sciences Addition building.
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Case #8 - Golden Gate Park. San Francisco. CA {2013)

SFGATE httpsV/www.sfgate com/bayarea/aittde/Golden-Gate-Park-s-a9ng-trees-to-falt-4298277.php

Golden Gate Park's aging trees to fall
GOLDEN GATE PARK Many hazardous old trees will be taken down In move to safeguard roads, paths

By Will Kane Updated 8:35 am, Friday, February 22, 2013

The bulking trees were planted nearly lOO years ago, before Alexander Graham Bell called San Francisco for the first time

from his New York office. Before Qty Hall was opened a second time. Before blueprints for the Golden Gate Bridge were

even drawn up.

But over die next few months, city paric woricers will fell almost 150 Monterey pine, cypress and eucalyptus trees in Golden Gate

Park The trees, most of which are 80 to 100 years dd, are unhealthy, dead or a risk to the 13 million people who visit the 1,017-acre

park each year, parks officials said.

The focus is trees that would possibly go over the road or a main pathway" if they toppled over, said Larry Costello, a tree

consultant hired by the city's Recreation and Park Department. "Wherever trees and people are in dose proximity, there's a reason

to be concerned."

Falling trees or tree limbs on city park property have damaged 61 cars since 2008. Three jieople were injured in 2012 when a tree

branch fell on them. A fourth person was knocked in the head in 2009, and a woman died in 2008 vdien a Stem Grove tree branch

fell on her car, crushing her as she was loading ho^ dog into her Subaru.

Since 2011, city contractors have examined 3,000 of the park's trees and found that almost 360 must be cut down. More than 200

already have been sent to the chipper, and all of them wiU be replaced, said Melinda Stockmann, a park department project

manager. The entire process for analyzing and removing the park's trees is about $1.7 million.

Some of the trees arc clearly dead or dying. They bear naked, brown branches and lean far to one side.

"They're going to say, the light is better over here, so I am going to grow over here," Costello said, pointing to a crooked Monterey

pine tagged for removal. "But once they lean too far over, they aren't stable."
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